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ABSTRACT
The next generation of music databases will be required to
search on musical genre, mood, song style and user pref-
erence. For this, we need analyzer programs that create
song feature vectors in a multi-stage process of signal pro-
cessing, data smoothing and statistics, and song segmenta-
tion. This paper discusses the high-level features that can
be derived from music segmentation, i.e., finding the break-
points between the musical verses and choruses. We address
segmentation and related statistics, and present a software
implementation and test data for discussion and evaluation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Music information retrieval (MIR) software uses signal

analysis for feature extraction from song data in applications
such as genre/mood classification, finger-printing, thumb-
nailing and playlist generation (recommendation). MIR an-
alyzers perform detailed signal analysis and post-analysis
data processing and statistics, creating feature vectors with
a variety of time- and frequency-domain fields [5].

This paper describes the use of a music segmenter to
deliver a set of database features that improve the qual-
ity of MIR applications. A number of high-level statistics
are gathered based on the output of the song segmenter,
and these prove useful in a variety of data-mining and ma-
chine learning algorithms and a playlist-generation applica-
tion. We introduce music segmenters and then the array
of segmentation-derived features that can be added to the
feature vector. Results are evaluated of the role that these
new features play in tasks like principal component analysis,
rule-learning, and similarity metrics.

The MIR song analysis process consists of a windowed fea-
ture extraction stage that reads audio data and performs sig-
nal analysis routines on short windows (1-50 msec = 64-2000
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samples), yielding a set of raw time- and frequency-domain
(and other) features. The second-pass analysis smoothes
the raw data and derives higher-level features (e.g., tempo or
spectral tracks), followed by pruning and reduction based on
numerical/statistical analysis such as histograms or Gaus-
sian mixture models. The third (application-specific) stage
involves machine-learning or data-mining techniques such as
clustering, classification or structure-learning [5].

In the early years of MIR (1985-95), research concentrated
on rudimentary time- and frequency-domain features such
as (1) windowed amplitude data and derived tempo statis-
tics, and (2) windowed spectra, reduced spectra, and derived
spectral statistics (”spectral measures”). The next genera-
tion of MIR (roughly 1995-2005), saw the introduction of
more sophisticated features involving higher-level time- and
frequency-domain features such as beat histograms, Mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and chromagrams.
In addition, researchers began using more sophisticated statis-
tics to aggregate the values of each feature within a song,
and using newer machine-learning techniques.

2. MUSIC SEGMENTATION
Automatic music segmentation means finding the break-

points between the verses and choruses of a song (or the
structural segments of a classical composition). For a pop
song with clear instrumental breaks, or a jazz piece with
tempo changes at the start of each solo, a segmenter would
simply have to collect the feature vector data, and look for
regularly spaced peaks in the weighted distance between
windows. In fact, for many simple cases, this technique is
sufficient to locate segment boundaries, and successful seg-
mentation systems have been reported [1, 6].

As an example, look at the inter-window distance data
shown in Figure 1, which displays the data for five different
feature weightings for a one-minute excerpt of a pop song.
One can easily see the similarities and also the differences
both in average value and in dynamic range; most observers
would say that there are five (or so) ”periods” or phrases
in the portion of the graph shown here. Examples of the
feature weightings used are given in the Appendix. Figure
2 shows the auto-correlation of the distance data for several
of these feature weightings; the lower values on the left are
the short-time regularities (beats), and the higher peaks on
the right correspond to the phrases and verses. Again one
can observe clear similarities in the auto-correlation peaks
with different feature weightings, with significant differences
in data offset and dynamic range among them.

Finding a musically relevant segmentation means using



Figure 1: Inter-window distances using five different
feature weightings over 1 minute of a song

Figure 2: Auto-correlation of the windowed distance
function for several of the feature weightings

distance metrics and inter-segment-boundary detection and
working either bottom-up (grouping short segments into sub-
sets of the song) or top-down (dividing the song into a string
of segments) to pick a song segmentation expressed as a list
of ”verse/chorus” break-points. Our approach [4] is to find
the peaks in the inter-window distance function, build a tree
of them based on the expected repetition of short segments,
and find the best matches for the song.

We start by creating the peak-index list from a distance
function, and guess at a peak period (segment length) from
the function’s auto-correlation for which to search. We tra-
verse the peak-index list looking for peaks with a periodicity
at the selected period; if we find a strong periodicity (regu-
larly spaced distance function peaks over a long interval), we
nominate the chosen peak and period as a part of a segmen-
tation candidate. We can quickly generate a list of proposed
segmentations based on different starting peaks and periods,
and combine these to cover the song. To evaluate a collection
of proposed segmentations, a polynomial confidence value is
computed based on factors such as:

* # of segments per song (2-8 preferred)

* % of song accounted for (aside from intro/outro)

* % of peaks accounted for (% off-beats)

* # of peaks per segment (hope for many)

* Which weighting was used (prefer broad weightings?)

* Peak-match tolerance (prefer stricter timing?)

In our experience, small changes in this weighting influ-
ence the segmenter success rate, but the cases of having
too many segments (i.e., finding 2-bar sections rather than
whole verses) or too few (1st-half/2nd-half), can both be
controlled. For complex music, or heavily compressed pro-
ductions (either in the sense of dynamic range compres-
sion in post-production, or of lossy compressed encoding),
segmentation techniques are required that incorporate an
adaptive distance weighting and/or a multi-pass distance
peak-finding algorithm. The specific challenges to segmenta-

tion include tempo changes, intro/outro sections, click-track
tempo, and songs with very compressed dynamic range.

3. SEGMENTATION-DERIVED FEATURES
Assuming a segmenter with a high confidence for the ma-

jority of songs in a database, the question arises of what
new high-level features can be derived from the segmenta-
tion data to assist specific applications. The output of the
segmenter will be represented as a list of segment break-
points; from this data, we can derive a whole array of re-
lated (and semantically relevant) musical features, although
the segmentation itself is all that’s required for some appli-
cations (e.g., thumb-nailing or summarization).

First, we look at the first and last regions (whether they’re
in-segment or not) and see if they look like fade-in or fade-
out sections, or more like contrasting intro or ”outro” sec-
tions for the song (coda, repeat of the chorus, etc.). Next, we
compute the per-segment averaged (or mean value) feature
vectors and try to identify the ”typical” and ”solo” segments,
i.e., the most average-sounding segment that starts at a reg-
ular period, and the segment at the same period that’s most
different and is not the intro/outro section.

If we succeed at finding these, we create a new set of
segmentation features based on the ratios of selected fea-
tures between the ”typical” and the ”solo” segments. A third
statistic of interest is the segment-level dynamic range, ex-
pressed as the percentage of segments that are significantly
louder or quieter than the typical segment.

The solo/verse segment data can be used to select short
sections (e.g., 1 beat or 1 second) for detailed analysis, for
example to identify the main voice(s) or the spectral signa-
ture of the solo instrument. The segmentation data is useful
for pruning the main song feature vector, summing the core
features over the chosen verse (or just a few seconds of it),
and storing the mean and variance (or GMM or histogram)
for each feature. We are exploring other segmentation-derived
features; this list represents the current feature set.

Collecting the outputs of the segmenter and the derived
features together, we have:

* Segmenter confidence (range 0 - 1; value < 0.2 —> ignore)

* Number of segments (2 - 16 in normal music)

* Verse length (10 - 60 seconds)

* First verse start (length of intro/prelude)

* Typical/Solo start (start of the verse/solo section)

* Typical/Solo index (1-16, rarely 1 or 16)

* Quiet/Loud sections (% of quiet/loud sections)

* Fade-In/Out (# secs to reach avg. amplitude)

* Solo/Verse ratios: RMS, Tempo, SpectralCentroid, Spec-
tralVariety, DynamicRange (more possible here)

As an example of a successful segmentation, the text below
is the output of a database query for some of the segmenter
features of a pop/dance song that segmented well (numerical
features are normalized to the range 0-1).

Database fields:
| title | segmentweight | numsegments
| I Believe In Love | 0.923772 | 0.24

| verselength | typicalstart | solostart
| 0.631119 | 0.280232 | 0.590672

| s_centroid | s_variety | s_tempo | s_dynrange
| 0.4991 | 0.001422 | 0.3360 | 0.654455



Note first that the confidence (segmentweight) is high
(0.924); the numsegments of 0.24 corresponds to 7 segments
(normalized to a maximum of 30 per track). The verse-
length (0.63, normalized to 0-30 seconds), typicalstart (0.28
of the way through the song), and solostart (0.59 of the way
through the song) values are each correct. The solo/verse ra-
tio features (s centroid, s variety, s tempo, s dynrange and
especially the s variety, the solo-verse spectral variety ratio)
are all quite low because this song has an acoustic piano as
the solo instrument, i.e., it’s much ”darker,” less dynamic in
timbre, and perceptually ”slower” than the vocal verses.

4. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
An analyzer for this feature vector has been implemented

over several generations in the form of the Music Analy-
sis Kernel (MAK) in C++, Smalltalk, MATLAB and SQL
[3, 4]. The MAK feature vector incorporates a rich set of
time- and frequency-domain features and uses segmentation-
informed statistics to store a single song-typical mean and
variance value for each of the 26-40 core features (listed in
the Appendix). A multi-output tempo estimator delivers
tempo-related features alongside a bass pitch follower and
key/chroma analysis. Beyond this, we store several beat
histogram features [6], including the low/high peak ampli-
tudes, BPM tempi and octave sums. We add the fluctuation-
pattern (FP) measures fp gravity, fp bass and fp focus [2],
and the set of 17-20 segmentation features introduced above.

The segmenter is a multi-weighting, multi-tolerance peak-
tree blackboard algorithm with the complex confidence mea-
sure given above; for our (eclectic) test set of 15000 songs,
allowing up to 16 segments per song, it fails about 3% of
the time (about equal to the ratio of spoken-word content
in the test set). If we reduce the limit to 12 segments per
song, the failure rate only rises to 7%.

How can we quantify the contribution of the new features
in real-world applications (their ”applied information gain”
as it were)? We turn to dimensionality reduction, informa-
tion theory and data mining techniques, and start with the
principal component analysis (PCA) of the song data, which
delivers polynomial equations that describe the dimensions
of decomposition (the principal components) of the data set.
The quality of the analysis is reflected in the number of com-
ponents whose weight exceeds a given threshold. To test
this, we ”prune” the data and repeat PCA decomposition
with three subsets of the feature vector:

* FV1 = 26 base-features and their variances

* FV2 = FV1 + beat histogram and flux-patterns

* FV3 = FV2 + 17 segmentation-derived features

Figure 3 shows the weights of the PCA dimensions con-
tributing more than a threshold of 0.09. For FV1 (left-most
and lowest data series), we see that only 9 PCA dimensions
were identified, while FV2 (adding the advanced features),
gave us both higher PCA dimension weights and more of
them (16). For the vector that includes the segmentation
features (FV3), we observe both higher values and more di-
mensions (26) for the PCA processing.

If we look at the actual PCA equations (listed in the Ap-
pendix), we see that the first dimension consists exclusively
of high-level spectral variables (spectral measures, MFCC,
spectral tracker data and their variances), while dimension
two is a mix of fluctuation pattern. beat histogram, tempo,

Figure 3: PCA dimension weights for simple (FV1)
and extended (FV2, FV3) feature vectors showing
the contribution of the new segmentation-derived
features to the decomposition.

segmentation, and solo ratio features (SegmentWeight, Qui-
etSections, SoloStart, SoloTempo, FadeIn and LoudSections).
The third dimension combines a different set of segmentation
data (VerseLength, QuietSections, LoudSections and Fade-
Out). The next three PCA dimensions each incorporate
significant contributions from different combinations of the
segmentation-derived features (in consort with fluctuation
pattern, beat histogram and tempo features, and variances
of the MFCC data and spectral measures). This is very
encouraging.

As another test, we derive PART decision lists, a data-
mining technique that ”discovers” weighted rules describing
the data set; for our test data, the segmentation features
play a role in many PART rules, such as,

ZeroCrossingsVar <= 0.115844 AND
fp_bass <= 0.219083 AND
LoudSections <= 0.003411 AND
NumSegments <= 0.04 AND
HPRMS <= 0.681665 --> New Age

or

ZeroCrossingsVar > 0.097838 AND
QuietSections > 0.12486 AND
FadeOut <= 0.9 AND
DynamicRange > 0.159604 AND
BassDynamicityVAR <= 0.510297 AND
BassDynamicity > 0.458797 --> Rock-Alternative

To test the segmentation feature set in a real application,
we ran a series of ”blind” playlist-generation tests, meaning
that we used only content-derived features in the search sim-
ilarity metric. We compared these play-lists to the output
of recommender systems that use human-supplied collabo-
rative filtering metadata, and can say that the content-only
solution is quite competitive with the best of them [4]. The
two examples shown below are similarity-based playlists for
two different seed songs; the first column in the list is the
inter-song distance (i.e., the inverse similarity metric).

.
Playlist for Blondie, Rapture (disco/rap)

53: Talking Heads -- Once In A Lifetime -- Rock/New Wave

56: Roxy Music -- The Space Between -- Rock

63: Ben Harper -- Homeless Child -- Rock/Alternative

63: Alison Krauss & Unio -- It Won_t Work This T -- Country/Bluegrass

70: August Campbell And -- The I-95 Song -- Country

73: The Klezmatics -- Clarinet Yontev -- Religious

74: unknown -- Ev_rybody Has A Laug -- Children

75: Daniel Johnston -- I Remember Painfully -- Rock/Alternative

75: They Might Be Giants -- Whistling In The Dar -- Rock/Alternative

80: Professor Michael DC -- 3a -- Vocal

84: Hootie & The Blowfis -- Fairweather Johnson -- Rock/Alternative

84: The Art Of Noise -- Kiss (Featuring Tom -- Electronic



.
Playlist for Glenn Gould, Bach, Well-Tempered Clavier,

Book 1, Prelude 2 in c (classical piano solo)

30: Andres Segovia -- Pavana No. 3 -- Classical

41: Glenn Gould -- Variations XXVI and -- Classical/Symphony

48: Haendel; Pinnock -- Accompagnato (Bass)- -- Classical/Symphony

59: Andres Segovia -- Pavana No. 6 -- Classical

63: Andres Segovia -- Prelude -- Classical

64: unknown -- Raindrop Prelude -- Soundtrack

64: James Edwards -- Plaisir D_Amour-Gi -- Classical/Symphony

66: unknown -- Raindrop Reprise -- Soundtrack

67: Bing Crosby Frank Si -- O Little Town Of Bet -- Religious/Holiday

70: Spencer the Gardener -- LuLu Interlude -- Rock

70: Hootie & The Blowfis -- Sometimes I Feel -- Rock/Alternative

72: Glenn Gould -- Prelude in D minor, -- Classical/Symphony

We have also observed the power of the new features in
both CURE and Oracle database clusterers, an SVM-based
classifier, and similarity-based search.

The next step in improving the segmentation algorithm
will look into the effect of the confidence measure and the
lower and upper limits on the number of segments on the
segmentation process. Some components of the confidence
should be obvious, such as preferring longer segments, and
hoping that the list of segments found does account for most
of the musical content. For other measures such as the dis-
tance peak-matching tolerance or the percentage of peaks
accounted for, it is not at all obvious whether they should
factor in to the evaluation of a given segmentation.

There is a debate on the limit on the number of segments
allowed in a segmentation; for many applications (esp. sum-
marization), it is appropriate to allow up to 30 (or even
more) segments per song, meaning that we may well be
identifying 4-bar phrases as segments. In the case of our pri-
mary application (automatic playlist-generation), we chose
to allow up to 30 segments, since our segmentation-derived
features still work well; we’ll generally label the start of the
refrain as the ”typical” section, and some part of the in-
strumental solo or bridge as the ”solo” segment, though this
would be problematic for some applications.

Even in cases of segmentation failure, we can determine
the fact of the failure by the low confidence value, too many
segments, or extreme solo ratio features. We use a simple
SQL script to prune the database, setting all of the segmen-
tation features to NULL for these (since there are so few of
them). These songs are still not counted as ”outliers” in the
database, since our distance metric (earth-mover’s distance)
does not punish records with missing feature values.

5. CONCLUSIONS
It is the goal of this effort to improve music informa-

tion retrieval (MIR) software by proposing new analysis fea-
tures derived from the musical segmentation of the song con-
tent. Our process starts by segmenting a song to find the
verse/chorus boundaries and identify the typical verse and
solo section break-points.

We define 15-20 new audio features that we derive from
the song segmentation, including fade-in/out and intro/outro
statistics, identification of the most average and least aver-
age (solo) verses of the song, and computation of the ratios of
several spectral and tempo measures between the verse/solo
segments. Lastly, we use the segmentation data to prune
the base feature vector, storing each feature’s weighted av-
erage/variance within the typical verse as our reference data.

The analysis processes has been implemented and tested
in the MAK software, and we were able to demonstrate
a robust segmenter whose output lead to significant im-
provements in the quality of the resulting data set, e.g., the

weights of the first few PCA dimensions and the contribution
of our new features to these dimensions. We evaluated the
data set using a range of statistical data-mining processes
(rule-learning, clustering, classification).

A content-based playlist-generation system was built us-
ing the new features, with no human-supplied metadata such
as playlist co-occurrence; it arguably performs better than
the best ”user-informed” recommenders in the field.

We expect that there are many applications yet to be dis-
covered in other domains of MIR that can use this kind
of high-quality segmentation statistics and segmentation-
derived higher-level song data, and hope that others will
extend and refine this initial list of semantically relevant
music-structural database features.
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7. APPENDICES

7.1 The MAK Feature Table
The following is the SQL data definition for the main song

database, a table called FSongs that typically exists in sev-
eral versions and subsets. In this case, we store a single
value and variance for each of the core features, followed
by the tempo and fluctuation pattern features and then the
segmentation features. The last few columns are filled in by
the database clusterers rather than the analyzer.

CREATE TABLE FSongs (

Name text, -- name string (full file name)

Album text, -- album string

Artist text, -- artist string

Title text, -- song title string

Genre text, -- genre name

SubGenre text, -- subgenre

Duration real, -- duration in sec

RMS real, -- base amplitude value

Peak real, -- peak amplitude value

LPRMS real, -- lo-pass amplitude value

HPRMS real, -- hi-pass amplitude value

ZeroCrossings real, -- 0-crossings count

DynamicRange real, -- micro-dynamic-range

StereoWidth real, -- spatial-domain feature

SpectralCentroid real, -- center of spectrum

SpectralSlope real, -- spectral measures

SpectralVariety real,

SpectralFlux real,

SpectralRolloff real,

BassDynamicity real, -- bass note changes

SpectralBand1 .. SpectralBand4 real, -- 4-band spectrum values

SpectralBandMax real, -- which band is max

MFCCCoeff1 .. MFCCCoeff6 real, -- 6 MFCC coefficients

STrackBirths real, -- spectral track birth/death data

STrackDeaths real,

RMSVar .. STrackDeathsVar real, -- Variance values for the main columns



TempoAvg real, -- average tempo

TempoWeight real, -- tempo confidence

TempoDistr real, -- off-by-2 tempo ratio

LowPeakAmp real, -- beat histogram data

LowPeakBPM real,

HighPeakAmp real,

HighPeakBPM real,

HighLowRatio real,

BHSUM1 real, -- beat histogram octave sums

BHSUM2 real,

BHSUM3 real,

FP_gravity real, -- Fluctuation pattern measures

FP_bass real,

FP_focus real,

SegmentWeight real, -- segmentation confidence (0-1, hopefully > 0.2)

NumSegments real, -- # segments

VerseLength real, -- verse length in sec

FirstVerseStart real, -- start of 1st main section

TypicalIndex real, -- start time of the verse and solo

SoloIndex real,

TypicalStart real, -- start time of the verse and solo

SoloStart real,

FadeIn real, -- fade in/out times

FadeOut real,

QuietSections real, -- ratio of quiet/loud sections

LoudSections real,

SoloCentroid real, -- ratios of the spectral content of solo vs verse

SoloVariety real,

SoloDynRange real,

SoloTempo real, -- ratios of the tempo/RMS of solo vs verse

SoloRMS real,

-- Clusterer features follow

);

7.2 Feature Weightings for Distance Functions
Several parts of the analyzer offer the user the chance to

alter their behavior by providing a feature weighting that is
used to derive an inter-window distance measure. These are
given in a configuration file and are called SegmenterCon-
figuration, ClustererConfiguration, DistanceConfiguration,
and PCAConfiguration; they are each simple lists of features
and associated weights (on an arbitrary scale). Two simple
examples are given below. (It still requires recompilation
to switch the actual distance metric, e.g., to change from
a Euclidean space to using earth-mover’s distance [which is
the default at present] or a Mahanalobis metric.)

# Segmenter Configurations
# Each block consists of a list of distance-metric
# weighting maps keyed by feature

# Spectral-/pitch-centric configuration
SegmenterConfiguration {

HPRMS 0.5
DynamicRange 0.5
ZeroCrossings 0.5
BassPitch 0.5
SpectralSlope 1
SpectralCentroid 1
SpectralVariety 1
SpectralBandMax 1

}

# MFCC- & tracking-centric configuration
SegmenterConfiguration {

HPRMS 0.2
SpectralVariety 1
ZeroCrossings 0.2
BassPitch 0.5
STrackBirths 0.5
STrackDeaths 0.5
MFCCCoeff1 1
MFCCCoeff2 1
MFCCCoeff3 1
MFCCCoeff4 1
MFCCCoeff5 1
MFCCCoeff6 1

}

7.3 PCA Dimensions
We present here the polynomial weightings for the first

five dimensions of the principal components decomposition
of our test database of 15000 songs. We have emphasized
the contribution of the segmentation features.

1
0.18 MFCCCoeff6 + 0.18 MFCCCoeff5 + 0.18 MFCCCoeff4

+ 0.18 MFCCCoeff3 + 0.18 MFCCCoeff2 + 0.18 SpectralFlux
+ 0.18 SpectralRolloff + 0.18 SpectralFluxVar + 0.18 Spectral-
SlopeVar + 0.18 SpectralRolloffVar + 0.18 SpectralSlope + 0.18
MFCCCoeff6Var + 0.18 MFCCCoeff5Var + 0.18 MFCCCoeff4Var
+ 0.18 MFCCCoeff3Var + 0.18 MFCCCoeff2Var + 0.179 Spec-
tralBand2Var + 0.179 SpectralBand1Var + 0.179 STrackDeaths-
Var + 0.179 SpectralBand4Var + 0.179 STrackBirthsVar + 0.179
SpectralBand3Var + 0.179 SpectralBand3 + 0.179 SpectralBand2
+ 0.179 STrackDeaths + 0.179 STrackBirths + 0.179 Spectral-
Band4 + 0.179 SpectralBand1 + 0.168 SpectralBandMax + 0.161
MFCCCoeff1 + 0.151 SpectralBandMaxVar + 0.097 SpectralCen-
troidVar

2
0.379 BHSUM3 - 0.345 LowPeakAmp - 0.322 BHSUM1 - 0.309

BHSUM2 - 0.298 HighPeakAmp - 0.294 fp bass - 0.268 Zero-
CrossingsVar - 0.26 ZeroCrossings - 0.231 HPRMS + 0.162 Tem-
poWeight + 0.162 TempoAvg - 0.155 fp gravity + 0.125 fp focus
+ 0.113 HighPeakBPM - 0.104 LPRMSVar + 0.093 LowPeakBPM
+ 0.08 HPRMSVar - 0.072 SpectralVarietyVar - 0.06 Segmen-
tWeight + 0.054 QuietSections - 0.053 DynamicRangeVar -
0.052 SpectralVariety + 0.048 SoloStart - 0.046 SpectralBand-
MaxVar - 0.044 RMSVar - 0.041 PeakVar - 0.039 SoloTempo +
0.035 FadeIn + 0.034 LoudSections + 0.033 HighLowRatio +
0.032 SpectralCentroidVar - 0.031 MFCCCoeff1Var

3
0.388 PeakVar + 0.365 RMSVar - 0.29 SpectralVariety + 0.284

HPRMSVar - 0.28 HPRMS - 0.234 ZeroCrossings - 0.225 Spectral-
VarietyVar - 0.193 fp gravity + 0.184 MFCCCoeff1Var + 0.183
fp bass - 0.15 MFCCCoeff1 + 0.149 fp focus + 0.138 LPRMSVar
+ 0.136 DynamicRangeVar + 0.135 VerseLength + 0.125 High-
PeakAmp + 0.12 BHSUM2 + 0.114 QuietSections + 0.112 BH-
SUM3 - 0.111 ZeroCrossingsVar + 0.11 LowPeakAmp + 0.109
SpectralCentroidVar + 0.098 BHSUM1 + 0.095 SpectralCentroid
+ 0.075 DynamicRange + 0.074 LoudSections + 0.066 FadeOut
+ 0.066 LowPeakBPM + 0.062 BassDynamicityVAR + 0.061
TempoAvg - 0.059 NumSegments + 0.057 HighPeakBPM

4
0.432 DynamicRange + 0.404 DynamicRangeVar + 0.334 Spec-

tralVarietyVar + 0.316 SpectralVariety - 0.272 LPRMSVar - 0.237
ZeroCrossings - 0.222 HPRMS - 0.205 fp focus + 0.203 HPRMSVar
+ 0.162 TypicalStart + 0.131 SegmentWeight + 0.129 Solo-
Tempo + 0.116 VerseLength + 0.106 fp gravity + 0.105 Solo-
DynRange + 0.101 MFCCCoeff1 - 0.1 ZeroCrossingsVar - 0.088
LoudSections + 0.087 FadeOut + 0.078 FadeIn - 0.077 Spec-
tralBandMaxVar - 0.076 TempoAvg - 0.055 RMSVar - 0.054 Spec-
tralCentroidVar + 0.054 BHSUM3 + 0.052 BHSUM2 + 0.042
NumSegments - 0.039 MFCCCoeff1Var + 0.037 LowPeakAmp
- 0.036 SpectralCentroid + 0.036 HighPeakBPM - 0.034 Tem-
poWeight

5
0.463 TypicalStart + 0.457 SoloTempo + 0.441 NumSeg-

ments + 0.353 SoloStart - 0.286 TempoAvg + 0.196 LowPeak-
BPM + 0.171 HighPeakBPM - 0.122 DynamicRangeVar - 0.103
DynamicRange - 0.085 SoloRMS - 0.081 SegmentWeight +
0.081 FadeOut + 0.081 fp gravity - 0.078 TempoWeight + 0.075
FadeIn - 0.073 HPRMSVar - 0.072 SpectralVariety + 0.068 Spec-
tralCentroid - 0.067 SpectralVarietyVar - 0.059 HighLowRatio
+ 0.056 MFCCCoeff1Var + 0.05 SpectralCentroidVar + 0.046
LoudSections + 0.039 ZeroCrossings - 0.038 fp bass + 0.036
BHSUM2 - 0.035 MFCCCoeff1 - 0.032 BHSUM1 + 0.032 Solo-
Centroid + 0.029 fp focus + 0.027 BassDynamicity - 0.027 RMS-
Var


